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About This Game

This game was updated in February 2019 to version 2.00!
Various fighter planes, transport planes and drone planes will appear.

The player's aircraft has been changed to the XF-97 prototype.
5 levels have been added.

The mobility of the player's aircraft has been upgraded.
The previous game is now version 1.00, but you can play it. Right click the game name from the STEAM application and press

Properties, Beta. You can now play 8 levels in all.

Is it not enough? The sequel is here!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1012160/SkyGameChangerAirCombat_II/
Experience the climax? The sequel's 17 levels and the free soundtracks are here!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1040900/Massive_Air_Combat/

Verion 2.10
STEAM global ranking board and a level dedicated to score ranking (level 5) have been added.
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Time series
XF-97 proto-type(Air Combat) -> XF-98(SkyGameChanger-Air Combat II-) -> XF-99 , The Ultimate Fighter.(Massive Air

Combat)

Level 1: Maxell The federal UAVs are violating our airspace. Board the XF-97 prototype and make a sortie.
Level 2: Enemy aircrafts are gathering at our border. You can cope with this problem.

Level 3: They are transporting supplies for war by AC-130. They will give up war if the supplies are gone.
Extra stage 1,2: The enemy's ace pilot does not seem to give up war yet. Shoot down them all.

Appearing countries
Willsword - Player's country

Maxell - Enemy country
Ulcafy - Allies of Willsword

Story
Advances in radar technology have made stealth fighter a normal fighter plane.

Willsword country developed the latest fighter XF-98.
It is a fighter with high attack power and phenomenal durability.

Due to the MD armor equipped with this fighter aircraft, radar performance has declined greatly.
MD armor is an armor that weakens enemy missiles by irradiating missiles with high power laser and EMP.

The Willsword country further evolved XF - 98 and completed "XF-99 Artemis".
This aircraft became the ultimate invincible fighter.

And feared as "Fortress in the air" from pilots of the Maxell federation.

Changing the graphics quality on the startup screen may make the sensitivity of the mouse optimal.

About version 1.00
It is the first work of the flight shooting game "Air combat series".

To play version 1.00, right click the game name from the STEAM application and press Properties, Beta.

Become a fighter pilot and achieve three missions.
There are two features of this game.

1 Adjusted player's aircraft
Pitches, rolls, yawing etc. The aircraft is nearer to the real airplane without extreme movement.

But the maneuvering method is simple, you can intuitively navigate.
You can switch between camera view, flight view, cockpit view, side view, and rear view.

2 Ally aircraft
Ally aircrafts appear in every mission.

You can not lock the missile for the friendly aircraft, but you must pay attention to the misfire caused by the cannon.
When the friendly aircraft is shot down, the difficulty level of the mission will rise.

Method of operation

C: Switch the camera. The main use is cockpit view.
Mouse: Raise, lower and turn your own machine.
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W: Speed up.
S: Speed down.

A: Shift your aircraft to the left. (Yaw)
D: Shift your aircraft to the right. (Yaw)

Right-click: Switch your weapons. Missiles and machine guns.
Left click: Firing weapons.

ESC: Pose screen.
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Title: Air Combat
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Sonic-Alpha
Publisher:
NS
Franchise:
Air Combat
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7,8,10(64bit)

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1700 MB available space

Sound Card:

English,German,Simplified
Chinese,Japanese,Russian,Turkish,Polish,French,Italian,Dutch,Czech,Portuguese,Korean,Danish,Norwegian,Finnish,Traditional
Chinese
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I played the original Myst way way back in the day. Playing Riven after that but never finished it, with all of it's discs!
This game really brought me back to the OG Myst.. Got this ironically with a friend, but the game is quite decent imo. We were
able to play co-op, and I actually can\u2019t wait to get another session in the books. 10\/10 would play again. Massive tank
battles with a piece of strategy.
The one big minus is speed of our tank and very long routes on some levels.. This is a great little racer. Nothing special except
solid cars, good handling, and stupid AI. Really makes me feel good inside to win every race because the computer is so stupid.
Play it if you like racing games and want to boost your self-esteem.. This engine here is a pretty well detailed one, and it comes
with a generous handful of scenarios in which you won't get bored. - Also it comes with an also pretty generous load of rolling
stock for goods work.

You can have pretty much every single member of the class because you can change numbers, nameplates, headboards, shed
codes, tender crests, etc. Also it's great if you want to learn use of advanced locos, steam chest simulation, inyector, etc.

I highly recommend getting this since, since it is nothing but a pleasure to drive.
It's also a must have if you're a fan of LNER locos like me.
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Ever wanted to play a combination of a bad puzzle game, and a bad rythmn game? Well here it is! Play away!. Loved it!!!. Do
you wanna read something straight out of a middle schoolers neptunia fanfiction account? Just wanna wank one real fast to
something with no substance? Love characters that react to situations unrealistically?! If yes, then this is the game for you!. I
enjoyed the experience Into Blue Valley crafts and this isn't a straight-up "No" to recommending it, however the game takes all
of about a half an hour to see everything, ends abruptly (the game just closes at the end? No credits or anything, just back to
desktop?) and at 4.99$ that is quite a costly, brief experience.

Into Blue Valley is an immersive, at-times spooky \/ at-times relaxing, VERY brief (30 min maybe??) experience. The game
does a good job of crafting an immersive environment via its weather effects (snow \/ wind breezing throughout the outdoor
areas..) and its orchestral music is very well-done and fitting to the enviroments. The gameplay itself is nothing revolutionary for
the Walking Simulator genre, you slowly plod your way along to read various notes scattered throughout the desolate city, search
for a handful of items to be "used" (placed) at a later location near the game's finale, while occassionally seeing creepy, dark
silhouettes of figures in the distance who will always disappear before you get too close to them with the same "flash of white"
effect. This is cool and unsettling the first several times it happens, but as the game reaches its climax it begins to do the same
effect every few steps, and with each repeated use of the same shtick it begins to lessen the impact of each time it's used.

Into Blue Valley isn't a bad game per se, it effectively crafts a range of player reactions during its brief storyline ranging from
introspection to unsettled via its foreboding atmosphere, and (if you are familiar with the slower pace of Walking Simulator
games) you will likely want to see it through to its end to unravel more of its ambiguous, surreal setting. Unfortunately, its price
of 4.99$ seems very high considering what little content it offers. I would recommend Into Blue Valley to Walking Simulator
enthusiasts, and people who don't mind short but memorable experiences, but at a sparse 30 minutes to see nearly all of the
experience, you may be better off seeking out another game or waiting until this is on sale.. Maybe it's my unjustly high
standards, but if you are making a game where your entire selling point is an audio experience, I'd expect there to be a bit more
effort put into the sound making (read: don't reuse the same sound assets). I can overlook listening to my daughter character
repeating the same directions over and over again. I can't however accept that I'm fighting a troop of knights, who thankfully
have some variant in their voice and personality, but still have the same attack and death sound. I know this is just nitpicking,
but it just feels extremely lazy, especially since sound plays such an important role in the game.

Another problem I had with the game is that it actively tries to stop you from getting immersed. The Tutorial\/Guide voice is
very annoying and there was no option in the settings to disable it. It really sucks when you took the time to blindfold yourself in
a dark room and covered your ears with a decent pair of headphones and your adventure is ruined by a semi-robotic female
voice going \u201cLOADING\u201d.

Mechanics wise, it's ok. They were creative in painting the world around you. The sound of your footstep change depending on
where you are, the background noises are often filled with subtle sounds to make the world seem alive. Utilizing the daughter
character as a marker was also a smart workaround to enable players to move around the game world. However, the
maneuvering could use a little tweaking. You could take a wrong turn, and on asking your daughter where to go, she will simply
repeatedly tell you to TURN RIGHT. You\u2019re better off playing it by ear, and try to get closer to her voice. Controls are
responsive but the combat system felt a bit too simple. The story isn\u2019t too bad and your daughter sounds like a cute girl, so
things are probably pretty good.

Overall, if you\u2019re looking to just sate a curiousity, then this game would probably be enough to sate it (and the price point
is quite fair). However, if you were unfortunately looking to put yourself in the shoes of a blind knight, you will have to look
elsewhere.
. I actually enjoyed this game, it's something different. It's like the Tony Hawk of bullfighting. I just wish there was blood. Now
we need a sequel, Running From The Bulls. With the option to be the bull :D

EDIT: I in no way endorse the harming and subsequent murder of bulls in real life. I do understand it is a large part of history
and culture and vehemently defeneded by certain demographics in parts of Spain. I, personally, am against the unnecessary real
life animal violence, but, that's my opinion and I don't have the cultural and ethnic background of the people who enjoy this
thing, so I can't comdemn them for something they were raised on. I just like to do it virtually because it's (no pun intended) a
completely foreign sport for me.. Around the world\/10
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